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Challenges for IPR Enforcement in a 
Paperless Environment

Essential Elements of an Effective 
Border Enforcement Program

Legal / Regulatory  AuthorityLegal / Regulatory  Authority

Risk Analysis & Risk Management ToolsRisk Analysis & Risk Management Tools

Information/Intelligence (from IPR Information/Intelligence (from IPR 
Owners, Ports of Entry, and Other Law Owners, Ports of Entry, and Other Law 
Enforcement Agencies)Enforcement Agencies)



Intellectual Property Law, 
Customs Law, and Criminal Law

Generally there is some interplay Generally there is some interplay 
among these three areas of lawamong these three areas of law

Adequate legislation and regulations Adequate legislation and regulations 
need to be implemented to ensure that need to be implemented to ensure that 
Customs has complete, accurate Customs has complete, accurate 
information information 

Types of Customs Controls
ImportsImports

ExportsExports

Transiting shipmentsTransiting shipments

““TransTrans--shippedshipped””



Intelligence-Based Enforcement: 
Targeting Shipments for Examination

Through Risk Assessment
Many customs administrations empower Customs officers to 
act ex-officio against shipments suspected of infringing IPR. 

Customs officers acting on their own initiative select elect 
shipments posing a high risk of containing infringing goods shipments posing a high risk of containing infringing goods 
for examinationfor examination

Use intelligenceUse intelligence--based controls to target high risk shipmentsbased controls to target high risk shipments
i.e factors indicating a high risk for piracy and counterfeitingi.e factors indicating a high risk for piracy and counterfeiting

Selecting Shipments for Inspection:
Risk Management

Efficient use of limited resourcesEfficient use of limited resources
Trade facilitationTrade facilitation
Two ApproachesTwo Approaches
–– Intelligence (Experience)Intelligence (Experience)--basedbased

IPR ExpertsIPR Experts
WCO HandbookWCO Handbook

–– DataData--basedbased
““Risk ModelRisk Model””



Intelligence-based Controls:
Driven by Risk Indicators

WCO compiled a list of risk factors common to all WCO compiled a list of risk factors common to all 
customs administrationscustoms administrations

Risks and threats differ from region to region and Risks and threats differ from region to region and 
from country to countryfrom country to country

Risks and threats are constantly changing; Risks and threats are constantly changing; 
therefore it is important to regularly conduct risk therefore it is important to regularly conduct risk 
assessments.assessments.

Data Elements
Documents consist of data elementsDocuments consist of data elements
Pertinent Pertinent ““documentsdocuments”” include:include:
–– Customs declaration or entryCustoms declaration or entry
–– InvoicesInvoices
–– Airbills Airbills or bills of ladingor bills of lading
–– LicensesLicenses
–– Other?Other?



“Document”-based identification of 
high-risk shipments:

1. Description of goods 1. Description of goods –– are are 
highhigh--risk goods involved?risk goods involved?
2. Are goods described in 2. Are goods described in 
vague terms?vague terms?
3. Country of origin 3. Country of origin –– is the  is the  
country of origin known as country of origin known as 
source of counterfeit or source of counterfeit or 
pirated goods?pirated goods?
4. Country of destination4. Country of destination--
does the country of does the country of 
destination have a reputation destination have a reputation 
for demand for counterfeit of for demand for counterfeit of 
pirated goodspirated goods
5. Nature and quality of the 5. Nature and quality of the 
documentationdocumentation

6. Who is the shipper, who is 6. Who is the shipper, who is 
the importer and who is the the importer and who is the 
consignee? consignee? 
7. Where were the goods 7. Where were the goods 
produced?produced?
8. Routing of the goods /  8. Routing of the goods /  
means of transportmeans of transport
9. Declared value of the 9. Declared value of the 
goodsgoods
10. Size of the shipment10. Size of the shipment
11. Terms of sale/delivery11. Terms of sale/delivery

Examination of Customs Declaration and Other 
Documentation

A review of documentation and electronic information presented A review of documentation and electronic information presented 
by the importer, owner, or consignee of goods can help the by the importer, owner, or consignee of goods can help the 
Customs officer to identify goods that present a high risk for Customs officer to identify goods that present a high risk for 
counterfeiting and piracy.counterfeiting and piracy.

Customs officer should look Customs officer should look for a logical connection among all of for a logical connection among all of 
the data presented and the data presented and attempt to reconcile any inconsistencies attempt to reconcile any inconsistencies 
that might appear in the documents. that might appear in the documents. 
–– May require consulting outside sources such as commercial May require consulting outside sources such as commercial 

databases and directories or the Internet.databases and directories or the Internet.

A commonA common--sense approach that requires the Customs officer to sense approach that requires the Customs officer to 
use his discretion.use his discretion.



Nature and Quality of Documentation
Unusual layout of invoices or bills of lading; substandard printUnusual layout of invoices or bills of lading; substandard print quality or quality or 
blurred print on invoices or bills of lading ; handwritten or mablurred print on invoices or bills of lading ; handwritten or manually typed nually typed 
invoices indicate an elevated risk.invoices indicate an elevated risk.

–– Normally invoices are electronically generated and are often priNormally invoices are electronically generated and are often printed on special nted on special 
paper that has been prepaper that has been pre--printed with the company logo, address, etc.printed with the company logo, address, etc.

Documentation has interlineations, changes, or other amendmentsDocumentation has interlineations, changes, or other amendments
Invoice or bill of lading is incomplete. Most legitimate documenInvoice or bill of lading is incomplete. Most legitimate documents include:ts include:

–– telephone /fax number, e telephone /fax number, e --mail address, and business registration numbers of mail address, and business registration numbers of 
the manufacturer, shipper, or importer of the goodsthe manufacturer, shipper, or importer of the goods

–– terms of sale and delivery (e.g. FAS (free along side), FOB (frterms of sale and delivery (e.g. FAS (free along side), FOB (free on board), ee on board), 
Net 30 (payment within 30 days)Net 30 (payment within 30 days)

–– order number or invoice number and date (most legitimate businesorder number or invoice number and date (most legitimate businesses use ses use 
sequentially numbered invoices)sequentially numbered invoices)

–– stock numbers or item numbers and unit pricestock numbers or item numbers and unit price
–– legitimate invoices also often state a payment discount (e.g. 2%legitimate invoices also often state a payment discount (e.g. 2% discounting discounting 

the case of payment within 30 days)the case of payment within 30 days)

Description of Goods / Tariff No.
Customs officers select shipments of types of Customs officers select shipments of types of 
goods which present a high risk for goods which present a high risk for 
counterfeiting.  For example:counterfeiting.  For example:

Consumer goodsConsumer goods
–– PharmaceuticalsPharmaceuticals
–– Personal Hygiene ProductsPersonal Hygiene Products
–– Luxury GoodsLuxury Goods
–– Spirits and Tobacco Spirits and Tobacco 



Examples of counterfeit goods

Pirated CDs, DVDs and Software



Counterfeit Pharmaceuticals



Vague descriptions of goods indicate a 
high risk for counterfeiting and piracy

Goods described in vague terms or as Goods described in vague terms or as 
““blankblank““, , ““unfinishedunfinished””, , ““articles of plasticarticles of plastic””, , 
““plastic moldingplastic molding””, , ““articles of metalarticles of metal””, , ““metal metal 
moldingmolding””, , ““metal discsmetal discs””, , ““samplessamples”” ““partsparts””, , 
““household goodshousehold goods”” or or ““consolidationconsolidation”” are are 
often high risk for counterfeiting and often high risk for counterfeiting and 
piracy.piracy.



Origin of Goods
According to WCO statistics, currently the countries of According to WCO statistics, currently the countries of 
manufacture or production posing the greatest risk for manufacture or production posing the greatest risk for 
counterfeiting and piracy are located in Asia (specifically counterfeiting and piracy are located in Asia (specifically 
PeoplePeople’’s Republic of China; Hong Kong, China ; South s Republic of China; Hong Kong, China ; South 
Korea; Singapore; Thailand ; Chinese Taipei; Malaysia Korea; Singapore; Thailand ; Chinese Taipei; Malaysia 
and Pakistan) and Eastern Europe (specifically the Czech and Pakistan) and Eastern Europe (specifically the Czech 
Republic, Turkey and Poland)Republic, Turkey and Poland)
In addition, countries of export (or transit) of goods In addition, countries of export (or transit) of goods 
posing a great risk for counterfeiting and piracy are posing a great risk for counterfeiting and piracy are 
located in North America, Central America, and South located in North America, Central America, and South 
America including Canada, Mexico, Paraguay, and BrazilAmerica including Canada, Mexico, Paraguay, and Brazil
Goods entering via land border from or otherwise Goods entering via land border from or otherwise 
transiting a country with a reputation for weak transiting a country with a reputation for weak 
enforcement (a enforcement (a ““porousporous”” border) also present a risk for border) also present a risk for 
counterfeiting and piracy.counterfeiting and piracy.







Manufacturer, Shipper Importer, and 
Consignee Name and Address

There is an elevated risk when:
Importer has little or no import historyImporter has little or no import history
Importer has a history of previous Customs violations, or uses tImporter has a history of previous Customs violations, or uses the same he same 
address as a previous violatoraddress as a previous violator
Manufacturer, shipper, or importer name appears to be fictitiousManufacturer, shipper, or importer name appears to be fictitious
Manufacturer, shipper or importer name is inconsistent with one Manufacturer, shipper or importer name is inconsistent with one 
involved in the business of dealing in the declared articles. Geinvolved in the business of dealing in the declared articles. Generally nerally 
there is less risk if there appears to be a logical relationshipthere is less risk if there appears to be a logical relationship between between 
the importer, owner or consignee of the goods and the shipper orthe importer, owner or consignee of the goods and the shipper or
exporter of the goods. exporter of the goods. 
–– Example: The manufacturer of the goods is shown as Example: The manufacturer of the goods is shown as ““United Foundry United Foundry 

Corp.Corp.”” and the imported goods are handbagsand the imported goods are handbags



Manufacturer, Shipper, Importer, 
and Consignee Name and Address

Manufacturer shipper or importer address is incomplete or Manufacturer shipper or importer address is incomplete or 
cannot be verified by use of electronic or other databases such cannot be verified by use of electronic or other databases such 
as Worldbase, Dun & Bradstreet,telephone directories or the as Worldbase, Dun & Bradstreet,telephone directories or the 
InternetInternet
Manufacturer, shipper or importer uses a post office box or mailManufacturer, shipper or importer uses a post office box or mail
drop address or the consignee is only known by a telephone drop address or the consignee is only known by a telephone 
(mobile phone) number(mobile phone) number
Manufacturer, shipper or importer address is located in an area Manufacturer, shipper or importer address is located in an area 
with a reputation for dealing in counterfeit or pirated goods. with a reputation for dealing in counterfeit or pirated goods. 
–– Example: Places such as Kowloon Bay in Hong Kong, China, Canal Example: Places such as Kowloon Bay in Hong Kong, China, Canal 

Street in New York (USA), Santi Alley in Los Angeles (USA), and Street in New York (USA), Santi Alley in Los Angeles (USA), and 
Ciangzhou in China are notorious for dealing in counterfeit and Ciangzhou in China are notorious for dealing in counterfeit and 
pirated goodspirated goods

There is an elevated risk when:

Declared Value of Goods

Abnormally high or low import cost or value is declared. (The Abnormally high or low import cost or value is declared. (The 
value of genuine goods can be verified with the right holder in value of genuine goods can be verified with the right holder in 
order to help make this determination.)order to help make this determination.)
Goods are insured for abnormally low valueGoods are insured for abnormally low value
If the declared customs value (on the basis of the WTO If the declared customs value (on the basis of the WTO 
Agreement on valuation for customs purposes) includes a Agreement on valuation for customs purposes) includes a 
component for royalty, licensing,or other payment for component for royalty, licensing,or other payment for 
proprietary rights, a lower risk for counterfeiting or piracy isproprietary rights, a lower risk for counterfeiting or piracy is
indicatedindicated
Goods are invoiced as Goods are invoiced as ““bulkbulk”” or goods are invoiced by cost per or goods are invoiced by cost per 
weight rather than per unit weight rather than per unit 
–– Example: CDs are priced per kilo instead of per unitExample: CDs are priced per kilo instead of per unit

Risk is elevated when:



Size of Shipment

Goods are shipped in abnormally high or low Goods are shipped in abnormally high or low 
quantities in relation to the type of goods. quantities in relation to the type of goods. 
–– For example , a shipment of 20.000 units For example , a shipment of 20.000 units 

of Rolex watches is abnormally large.of Rolex watches is abnormally large.

An elevated risk exists when:

Multiple IPRs in one consignment

The shipment contains articles manufactured by multiple rights hThe shipment contains articles manufactured by multiple rights holders olders 
–– e.g. software produced by different companies, motion pictures e.g. software produced by different companies, motion pictures 

produced by different studios, or audio recordings produced by produced by different studios, or audio recordings produced by 
different labels in the same shipment (this suggests that the different labels in the same shipment (this suggests that the 
merchandise may be counterfeit or pirated, but it may also indicmerchandise may be counterfeit or pirated, but it may also indicate ate 
that the goods are parallel goods)that the goods are parallel goods)

Other examples: Shipment of handbags including several designer Other examples: Shipment of handbags including several designer 
brands.brands.
Shipment of watches including several unaffiliated brands.Shipment of watches including several unaffiliated brands.

An elevated risk is present when:



Routing of Goods and Means of 
Transport

Goods are arriving at a port outside of the right holderGoods are arriving at a port outside of the right holder’’s ordinary s ordinary 
distribution channels. distribution channels. 
Routing or distribution differs from that stated by rights holdeRouting or distribution differs from that stated by rights holder in his r in his 
application (this is probative that the merchandise is counterfeapplication (this is probative that the merchandise is counterfeit or pirated it or pirated 
but may be an indicator that the goods are parallel goods)but may be an indicator that the goods are parallel goods)
There is Illogical routing (transshipment) of goods or disproporThere is Illogical routing (transshipment) of goods or disproportionately tionately 
high transportation costs high transportation costs 
–– e.g. goods are not shipped by the most direct or least expensivee.g. goods are not shipped by the most direct or least expensive route; route; 

transportation costs are higher than the declared value o f the transportation costs are higher than the declared value o f the goodsgoods
Goods are being shipped by mail or express consignment carrier. Goods are being shipped by mail or express consignment carrier. 
Express carriers are mainly shipping watches, optical disks (CDsExpress carriers are mainly shipping watches, optical disks (CDs, DVDs, , DVDs, 
etc.), pharmaceutical products and computer parts etc.), pharmaceutical products and computer parts 

An elevated risk exists when:

Terms of Sale/Delivery

Terms of sale Terms of sale ““CashCash”” or or ““CODCOD”” (Cash on (Cash on 
Delivery) indicate an elevated riskDelivery) indicate an elevated risk

Terms of sale Terms of sale ””EXWEXW”” (Ex Works) indicates an (Ex Works) indicates an 
elevated riskelevated risk

Prepaid shipments indicate an elevated riskPrepaid shipments indicate an elevated risk



Information Systems

Information based approaches to Information based approaches to 
enforcementenforcement

Risk Modeling
Automated approach to selecting high Automated approach to selecting high 
risk shipments for examinationrisk shipments for examination
Requires that measurement systems Requires that measurement systems 
such as enforcement results (seizures) such as enforcement results (seizures) 
be in place be in place 
Assigns various Assigns various ““weightsweights”” to risk to risk 
indicators based on measurements and indicators based on measurements and 
projects a total risk projects a total risk ““scorescore””



Data-based Risk Assessment

The WCO makes available to all its Members the The WCO makes available to all its Members the 
Customs Enforcement Network (CEN), an Internet Customs Enforcement Network (CEN), an Internet 
based information system for data exchange and based information system for data exchange and 
communication between Customs administrations.communication between Customs administrations.

The CEN includes a database of seizures and The CEN includes a database of seizures and 
offences which may be analyzed in terms of modus offences which may be analyzed in terms of modus 
operandi, trends, concealment methods, routing of operandi, trends, concealment methods, routing of 
the goods, and other factors.the goods, and other factors.

Risk Assessment Based on 
Physical Identifiers

Appearance and quality of packagingAppearance and quality of packaging
–– Warehouse Warehouse ““sweepssweeps””

Appearance and quality of goods Appearance and quality of goods 
themselvesthemselves

Product security featuresProduct security features



Assessment of Risk Based on 
Examination of Goods

Inspection of goods and packaging can help the Inspection of goods and packaging can help the 
customs officer to identify shipments that present a customs officer to identify shipments that present a 
high risk for counterfeiting and piracy. high risk for counterfeiting and piracy. 

--Officers can often determine if an article is Officers can often determine if an article is 
counterfeit (or pirated) by physical examination.counterfeit (or pirated) by physical examination.

--In some cases goods may merit a more inIn some cases goods may merit a more in--depth depth 
examination, analysis by the trademark owner, or examination, analysis by the trademark owner, or 
laboratory analysis. laboratory analysis. 

Goods/Packaging Based Identification of Goods/Packaging Based Identification of 
HighHigh--Risk Shipments:Risk Shipments:

12. Appearance and quality of packaging12. Appearance and quality of packaging

13. Quality of the goods13. Quality of the goods

14. Labels and marks on the goods14. Labels and marks on the goods

15. Product details15. Product details

16. Multiple trademarks in one consignment?16. Multiple trademarks in one consignment?



Product Identification 
Information

Trademark owners may provide Trademark owners may provide 
information to customs to help them information to customs to help them 
identify counterfeit goodsidentify counterfeit goods
Product Identification HandbooksProduct Identification Handbooks
–– PrintedPrinted
–– Electronic versionsElectronic versions
–– WCO / SNB REACT DatabaseWCO / SNB REACT Database



Product Security Details
Often the right holder incorporates Often the right holder incorporates ““hiddenhidden”” or other details or other details 
in his product in order to facilitate identification of in his product in order to facilitate identification of 
counterfeit or pirated products. counterfeit or pirated products. 
–– Use of product identification manuals or direct Use of product identification manuals or direct 

communication with the right holder will be necessary to communication with the right holder will be necessary to 
verify these details.verify these details.

–– Examples: Many right holders use holograms, the details Examples: Many right holders use holograms, the details 
of which are difficult to reproduce, to certify the of which are difficult to reproduce, to certify the 
authenticity of their products. Genuine optical discs (CD, authenticity of their products. Genuine optical discs (CD, 
CDCD--ROM, DVD) will contain a Source Identification code ROM, DVD) will contain a Source Identification code 
(S ID(S ID--code).code).

–– Warranty certificates accompanying most highWarranty certificates accompanying most high--quality quality 
watches include special identification features such as a watches include special identification features such as a 
diedie--stamp or watermark.stamp or watermark.

Example of genuine NIKE label. These codes indicate the place 
and date of production and can be verified as accurate with the 
right holder.



Example of protection with holograms.

Details of codes on CD (source: IFPI)
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PaulPaul PizzeckPizzeck
Customs & Border Protection AttachCustoms & Border Protection Attachéé

U.S. Embassy BangkokU.S. Embassy Bangkok
phone: 66 02 205phone: 66 02 205--53915391

fax: 66 02 650 7770 fax: 66 02 650 7770 
ee--mail:mail: paulpaul..pizzeckpizzeck@@dhsdhs..govgov




